Israel was left with no choice but to defend itself and dismantle Hamas’s ability to launch more missiles. . . . Israel is continuing to supply humanitarian aid of food, water and medicine into Gaza, and to allow relief agencies to supply material to the suffering people of Gaza.

“Jewish Labor Committee Statement on Gaza,” January 9, 2009

The JLC put together a delegation of Irish-American trade union leaders last November (including one of our honorees tonight) to go to Ireland and to stand up for the State of Israel when Irish trade unionists were considering positions with which we disagreed.

“Stuart Appelbaum’s Remarks at October 2009 JLC Dinner”

**Overview.** The Jewish Labor Committee (JLC) presents itself as a model of progressive, socially conscious trade unionism. But as a U.S. mouthpiece for the Histadrut, this false image has been a smoke screen to disguise and promote Apartheid Israel, “AFL-CIO” support war and empire, and racism in the labor movement.

**1940s: The Nakba.** The JLC was founded in 1934 to fight fascism and help Jewish refugees from Europe. 3 But in the late-1940s, the JLC joins with Labor Zionist union officials who help persuade both Truman and Stalin to support partition and establishment of the Zionist state. 4

**1950s: McCarthyism.** Under the banner, “Jewish Labor Fights Communism,” 5 the JLC supports McCarthyite purges of government and labor, 6 and undermines the campaign to defend the Rosenbergs from execution. 7

The JLC also supports overall U.S. Cold War foreign policy, 8 urges the U.S. to arm Israel against “Communist and Arab designs,” 9 and declares that conflict in the Middle East, “is not simply between Egypt and Israel, but between democracy and expansionist dictatorship, between the free world and Nasserism backed by Moscow. . . . Events also have demonstrated the basic identity of interest of Israel and the free world.” 10

**1960: Trade Union Racism.** Speaking to a JLC conference, AFL-CIO chief George Meany attacks the NAACP for exposing racism in U.S. labor bodies. Historian Philip S. Foner observes, “Meany’s choice of the Jewish Labor Committee conference to unleash the official AFL-CIO response to the NAACP report was not accidental. The JLC had been one of the shrillest critics of the report,”11 which—like today’s Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaign against Israeli apartheid—it brands as anti-Semitic. 12

**1962: Attack on the Student Movement.** The JLC joins “an all-out attack on the Port Huron convention” of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) for allowing Communists to participate and opposing U.S. imperialism. 13

**1964: Censorship at the World’s Fair.** The JLC demands removal of a World’s Fair mural it calls “anti-Semitic” for depicting Palestinian refugees. 14

**1967: Witch Hunting the Black Power Movement.** The JLC accuses the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) of being “an apostle of racism,” for having called Israel racist and imperialist. 15

**1967-1968: Vietnam War.** In 1967—the same year that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. publicly spoke out against the Vietnam War, the JLC hosts a dinner at which President Lyndon Johnson links support of Vietnam and Israel’s 1967 War, claiming that U.S. “commitment to a small and distant country in Southeast Asia is being tested. . . . [and that] the same kind of issues are at stake in the Middle East.” 16 In 1968, the JLC honors Hubert Humphrey, Johnson’s pro-war vice-president and Democratic Party presidential nominee.

**1968: Community Control of the Schools.** The JLC joins with the United Federation of Teachers to oppose African American demands for community control of the schools in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville section of Brooklyn. 17

**1970s: Racist Hiring Practices.** The JLC, Anti-Defamation League (ADL), and other Zionist organizations help roll back affirmative action policies designed to boost African American employment. 18

---

16 Emily Alice Katz, “It’s the real world after all: the American Jewish Labor Committee conference to unleash the official AFL-CIO response to the NAACP report,” January 18, 1956.
2007: Equating Anti-Zionism with Anti-Semitism. In January, the JLC, AIPAC and other Zionist organizations co-sponsor conference in San Francisco against alleged “anti-Semitism on the left.”31 The JLC’s session is entitled “An Imperfect Union: Keeping Anti-Semitism Out of the Labor Movement.”32

2007: Trade Union BDS in the UK. In June, AFL-CIO and Change to Win leaders sign a JLC statement denouncing British trade union support for BDS. JLC head Stuart Appelbaum later boasts that, “American leadership is fundamental to challenging Israel bashing within the labor movement globally—and there can be no effective campaign to build support for Israel on the left internationally absent labor support.”33

2008: Solidarity Conference in Boston. Under pressure from the JLC and UNITE-HERE leadership, a Boston community center cancels a March 8 conference on “Zionism and the Repression of Anti-Colonial Movements.”34

2008: Australian Trade Unions. Also in March, JLC head Stuart Appelbaum accuses two Australian unions of “anti-Semitism cloaked under the veil of anti-Zionism,” for having accused Israel of “excessive use of force” against the people of Gaza.35

2009: Gaza Massacres. On January 9, the JLC endorses Israel’s brutal war on Gaza, falsely claiming that “Israel was left with no choice but to defend itself and dismantle Hamas’s ability to launch more missiles,” and that “Israel is continuing to supply humanitarian aid of food, water and medicine into Gaza, and to allow relief agencies to supply material to the suffering people of Gaza.”36

2009: “TULIP” and Escalating Sabotage of International Trade Union BDS. In April, the JLC and Eric Lee (Labourstart) are primary cofounders of “Trade Unions Linking Israel and Palestine” (TULIP), the purpose of which is to oppose labor support for the Palestinian-led Boycott, Divestment and Sanction (BDS) campaign against Apartheid Israel.37


Union labor donated.


2003: Palestine Student Solidarity at Rutgers University. In June, the JLC joins the attack on a student Palestine solidarity conference at Rutgers University.26

2004: Somerville BDS Resolution. On November 8, the JLC opposes a BDS resolution under consideration in Somerville, MA as “one-sided.”27

2004: Nakba Denial. On December 5, the JLC cosponsors a conference in Philadelphia organized by AIPAC (the main Zionist lobbying agency in the U.S.) to discredit such “Arab myths” as Israel’s responsibility for Mideast wars; “the so-called Palestinian ‘right of return’; and facts about Palestinian Arab suicide bombers.”28

2006: War on Lebanon. In July, the JLC participates in a Philadelphia rally supporting Israel’s war on Lebanon “and its fight against the terrorist organizations Hezbollah and Hamas.”29

2006: Palestine Solidarity in Los Angeles. Under pressure from the JLC, the ADL and Simon Wiesenthal Center, the United Teachers of Los Angeles cancel an October 5 forum on Palestine sponsored by the union’s own human rights committee.30

1973: 1973 War. During the 1973 Mideast War, the JLC is part of a coalition that spends more than $1 million to mobilize support for Israel.20

1979: Andrew Young and the PLO. The JLC, Anti-Defamation League and other organizations help oud Andrew Young, chief U.S. delegate to the U.N., for meeting with a PLO representative.21

1991: Settlements. The JLC criticizes the Bush Sr. administration for threatening to condition U.S. loan guarantees on ending Israel’s aggressive settlement policy.22

1998: War Against Iraq. JLC Executive Director Avram Lyon criticizes an 1199 SEIU resolution that calls for an end to U.S. sanctions against Iraq.23

2001: Boosting Labor Support for Apartheid Israel. JLC head Stuart Appelbaum boasts that “[t]he labor movement, and the AFL-CIO in particular, has been among the most stalwart defenders of Israel,” and that the JLC itself had blocked “Israel-bashing resolutions at various Democratic Party gatherings” in the 1980s.24

2002: Jenin Massacre. In April, as Israel butchers Palestinian refugees at Jenin in the West Bank, AFL-CIO President John Sweeney—introduced by JLC chief Stuart Appelbaum—is a featured speaker at a belligerent “National Solidarity Rally for Israel.”25

2003: Palestinian Student Solidarity at Rutgers University. In July, the JLC joins the attack on a student Palestine solidarity conference at Rutgers University.26

2004: Somerville BDS Resolution. On November 8, the JLC opposes a BDS resolution under consideration in Somerville, MA as “one-sided.”27

2004: Nakba Denial. On December 5, the JLC cosponsors a conference in Philadelphia organized by AIPAC (the main Zionist lobbying agency in the U.S.) to discredit such “Arab myths” as Israel’s responsibility for Mideast wars; “the so-called Palestinian ‘right of return’; and facts about Palestinian Arab suicide bombers.”28

2006: War on Lebanon. In July, the JLC participates in a Philadelphia rally supporting Israel’s war on Lebanon “and its fight against the terrorist organizations Hezbollah and Hamas.”29

2006: Palestine Solidarity in Los Angeles. Under pressure from the JLC, the ADL and Simon Wiesenthal Center, the United Teachers of Los Angeles cancel an October 5 forum on Palestine sponsored by the union’s own human rights committee.30


